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Sometimes I
wonder if
there’s a
correlation
between
national
disasters and

Pinterest use. I used to be glued to the
TV when horrible things happened:
mass shootings, hurricanes, 500-year
floods. But these days they occur all too
regularly. So I turn to Pinterest. It’s hard
to get lost in a novel when you need a
distraction desperately, almost too much
for the brain, but aimlessly pinning
pretty pictures of houses you want to
live in or recipes you want to make
seems to do the trick. At least for a bit.
My heart goes out to the victims of the
Pittsburgh massacre and their
community. And, well, everybody else.
Enough.

Flower Parties with Mar Floral 

Here's what I can't do: arrange flowers.
As a matter of fact I'm pretty bad at all
crafts, and believe me, I've tried plenty
(leaden ceramics and stencils come to
mind).  But when I heard that my
favorite florist was giving lessons, I
signed right up. Marlee arrived at The
E List office with buckets of blooms...

See More Flowers

A Winter Wonderland Holiday
Photo Shoot with Adrien Broom

On the hunt for a show-stopping
holiday card this year? Here’s an idea:
renowned photographer, Adrien
Broom, famous for her fantastical fairy
tale installations, has set up a Winter
Wonderland in her studio in New
Haven and you can corral the kids (or...

See More Pix

Louis Comfort Tiffany in New
London, a New Permanent
Exhibit at The Lyman Allyn
Museum

How did Tiffany become a household
name and mammoth brand? While you
won’t find any blue boxes at Tiffany in
New London, a new permanent exhibit
at the Lyman Allyn Art Museum, you
will see the ...

More Work

Winterizing your Family:
Integrative, Evidence-Based Tips
to Stay Healthy During Cold and
Flu Season

Chester Pediatrician Dr. Lizzie Bird
has shared some tried and true
advice for the winter ahead.  

Read Dr. Bird's Tips

   Sponsored Story

MMModern, By Musical
Masterworks
Musical Masterworks is taking its show
on the road for the first time – heading
across the river to Centerbrook
Meetinghouse for its MMModern series
of contemporary chamber music,
featuring Quinteto Latino on Friday,
November 9th.

You’re in for a treat – Latin American
music performed by the sumptuous voices of a wind quintet: flute, oboe, clarinet,
French horn, and bassoon.  And what a deal!  For $35 you not only get to enjoy
this magnificent show, but also included are appetizers and drinks starting at
5:30pm, followed by the concert at 6:30pm.  The first two MMModern
performances sold out last season, so make your plans now.

While you’re at it, Musical Masterworks has partnered with Los Charros Cantina
at The Essex –  practically next door –  to offer MMModern concertgoers a
special $40 Prix Fixe menu after the performance; call ahead to reserve your
table. Sounds like the perfect local cultural evening to me.

Purchase Tickets

p.s. from Erica 

Save the Dates for our Girls'
Nights Out! 

We've got two Girls' Nights Out in the
works this season and I hope you'll join
us for both! It's FREE and FUN!

Join us in Essex on November
14th and Guilford on December
6th. Support our local businesses AND
get a head start on holiday shopping!
Mark your calendars and tell your
friends... 

Details for Essex

Details for Guilford

The E List Girls' Nights Out are sponsored in part by: 

Don't miss New Haven Restaurant Week! Dine at over 30+ of downtown New Haven's
diverse restaurants, featuring $17 lunch and $34 dinner fixed price multi-course menus
from November 4 – 9. See some of our favorite restaurants in New Haven here! 

Looking for something to do? Find cooking classes, concerts, food
festivals and more on The E List events calendar: 

GET THE CALENDAR
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